
Surplus Inventory Solutions 
Turn your Excess Stock into Revenue

Using an outright package purchase or tailored consignment programme,
Prime Air, A HEICO company can generate cash for your surplus / dormant inventory.

24/7 AOG 
Service

www.primeair.comContact Information: sales@primeair.com

YOUR FOREMOST 
SUPPLIER 
OF AIRCRAFT PARTS

Have fleet changes left you with surplus inventory?
 
Prime Air provides a strategic partnership that optimises your excess inventory to create
maximum cash value.
 
  Our 25 year history makes us experts in managing aircraft parts across all major platforms
    and engine types

  We have strategically positioned our proactive sales team and warehouses across the 
  USA (Chicago and Miami) and UK (London)

  Quick analysis of inventory to ensure it is priced correctly, providing the best exit strategy
  possible

  Reach our global customer base of world leading airlines, MROs, OEMs and end-users

Partnering with Prime Air focuses your Materials Team on what really matters most - 
KKeeping your Aircraft Flying!
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Have fleet changes left you with surplus inventory? 

Prime Air provides a strategic partnership that optimises your excess inventory to create 
maximum cash value. 

l!, Our 25 year history makes us experts in managing aircraft parts across all major platforms 
and engine types 

~ We have strategically positioned our proactive sales team and warehouses across the 
USA (Chicago and Miami) and UK (London) 
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~ Quick analysis of inventory to ensure it is priced correctly, providing the best exit strategy 

possible 

1!, Reach our global customer base of world leading airlines, M ROs, OEMs and end-users 

Partnering with Prime Air focuses your Materials Team on what really matters most
Keeping your Aircraft Flying! 
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